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The Biosphere as seen by SeaWiFS 

source: NASA GSFC and ORBIMAGE 
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Phytoplankton 

Photos Marion Rademaker 



GlobColour Project Chlorophyll Concentration 



Basic principles of Water Color RS 

- bottom reflection 

- scattering and absorption by 
water and its constituents 

- reflection and refraction 

- atmospheric scattering  
and absorption 

sun sensor 

suspended particles 
phytoplankton pigment 

gelbstoff 

air molecules 
aerosols 

gases 



Problems to be solved 

•  Determine the influence of the atmosphere and develop a correction 
procedure 

•  Determine the influence of specular reflectance of sun- and skylight at the 
water surface 

•  Develop an algorithm to determine phytoplankton concentration from the 
reflectance spectrum 
–  Determine the relationship between the concentration of phytoplankton 

chlorophyll and the reflectance spectrum of the water directly 
–  Determine the inherent optical properties of phytoplankton (IOP) and 

their relationship with the concentration and determine the relationship 
between IOPs and reflectance  



Absorption, scattering and beam attenuation 

•  Attenuation of a beam by absorption and scattering 
•  consider a beam of photons which collide with particles: 

The beam is attenuated by photons, which are absorbed and photons, 
which are scattered into another direction and, thus, do not reach the 
detector 

c = a + b  [m-1] 

I0 
Iz 

Beam attenuation coeffcient c = log(Iz / I0) / z  [m-1] 



Absorption and Scattering of pure water 

Absorption: Pope & Fry 
Scattering : Morel 



Pigment absorption spectra - summer period 



Absorption of pure water and phytoplankton pigment 



Absorption of pure water and different concentrations of pöhytoplankton pigments 



Total absorption coefficients 



Absorption and Scattering of Water constituents 



Absorption and Scattering of Water constituents (log scale) 



2flow reflectance model modified after Joseph 

•  a = a_was+conc_pig*a_pig 
•  bb= bb_was+conc_pig*bb_pig 
•  k=sqrt(a.*(a+2*bb)) 
•  r=0.3*(k-a)./(k+a) 



Reflectance pure water + phytoplankton pigment absorption 



Reflectance pure water + phytoplankton pigment absorption+scattering 



Case 1 Wasser Algorithmus 

Morel & Antoine, MERIS ATBD 



Empirical model 

Morel / Antoine MERIS Case 1 water ATBD 

logC = logA+B*log(R(445)/R(550) 



Comparison of the model for R490/R55 



MERIS Algal_1 Algorithmus 



Test of Case I water algorithm 

Figure 8. pigment index retrieved from the 
ratio of reflectances at 443 and 560 nm, 
obtained from 
measured values of Ed(0-) and Eu(0-), 
versus the sum of the concentrations of Chl-
a and divinyl-Chl a 
obtained via the HPLC technique (water is 
sampled at 5 meter). The different colours 
and numbers 
correspond to the 8 sites visited during the 
ALMOFRONT #2 cruise (see text). (figure 
courtesy of 
Franck Fell). 



Morel 3 algorithm 



OC4 Algorithm  



Summary algal_1 pigment index algorithm 

•  Based on two colour ratios using a semianalytical model 
•  R(445)/R(555) for chlorophyll concentration range < 2 µg/l 
•  R(449)/R(555) for > 2 µg/L 
•  3 orders of magnitude can be determined (0.03 – 30 µg/l) 
•  Algal_1 index is determinded by all material in case I water, including 

various algal pigments, bacteria, small detrital particles etc., but it is related 
to chlorophyll a and expressed as the concentration of chlorphyll a and also 
validated against chl. A 

•  F/Q ratio has to be determined iteratively using tabulated values because it 
requires the knowlege of chl. a 


